February, 2016

It may seem naff but I proposed to my wife Sophie on Valentine’s Day.
We’d been together a while and events had conspired to thwart my previous attempts at wooing – most notably a swarm of insects in Turkey.
My tactic of choosing this particular day paid off; the proposal was a genuine surprise.
The day is what you make it and I reckon a formidable opportunity to pop some bubbly and raise a glass to the glory of love.
English fizz remains at the top of my tree for a dazzling aperitif.
It’s great to support local and I’d love this to be the first year when every state banquet and British Airways flight proudly pours a lot more
English and Welsh fizz for our guests and travellers.
And this isn’t to do down other types of fizz: the point is, they’re all different.
Prosecco hits the spot for many palates, with its mellow fruitiness and friendly prices.
Or how about another breezy Italian bubbly, Sainsbury’s Taste the Difference Pignoletto DOC (11 per cent) for £9? Easy sipping and rather
fun.
But it’s also worth noting there are also some decent value Champagnes out there.
For example, Lidl’s Champagne Premier Cru Brut (12 per cent) for £15.99 is my star buy this week, if you’re searching for good quality and
good value Champagne – it’s worth calling ahead to make sure your local store has still got stock before you dash out the door.
To stand out from the crowd, pick a Riesling Sekt such as Philipps-Eckstein 2011 (12.5 per cent), £22.80 from Mosel, stocked by
alpinewines.co.uk.
Or to surprise as well as woo the one you love, how about chilled red fizz?
Served with fresh raspberries (worth noting for when they’re next in season), unleash the fruits of love with sparkling Gamay such as JeanPaul Thénevet’s On Pète la Soif! 2013 from robersonwine.com – at just 8 per cent it’s one to sip to the sounds of Lionel Richie’s All Night
Long.

Just keep an eye out for that surprise proposal…

